The "meaning" of abstract domain is given by abstraction and concretization functions that relate concrete and abstract values Concretization function (γ) maps each abstract value to sets of concrete elements γ(pos) = {x | x ∈ Z ∧ x > 0} Abstraction function (α) maps sets of concrete elements to the most precise value in the abstract domain Requirement: Galois Connection Important requirement: concrete domain D and abstract domainD must be related through Galois connection:
Intuitively, this says that α, γ respect the orderings of D,D
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Step 2: Abstract Semantics
Given abstract domain, α, γ, need to define abstract transformers (i.e., semantics) for each statement 
Abstract Semantics
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Back to Our Example 
Soundness of Abstract Transformers
Important requirement: Abstract semantics must be sound wrt (i.e., faithfully models) the concrete semantics If F is the concrete transformer andF is its abstract counterpart, soundness ofF means:
Ifx is an overapproximation of x , thenF (x ) is an over-approximation of F (x )
Fixed-point Computations
Fixed-point computation: Repeated symbolic execution of the program using abstract semantics until our approximation of the program reaches an equilibrium:
Least fixed-point: Start with underapproximation and grow the approximation until it stops growing
Assuming correctness of your abstract semantics, the least fixed point is an overapproximation of the program! 
Termination of Fixed Point Computation
In this example, we quickly reached least fixed point -but does this computation always terminate?
Yes if the lattice has finite height; otherwise, it might not Unfortunately, many interesting domains do not have this property, so we need widening operators for convergence. 
Overapproximate lfp by using widening operator rather than join ⇒ sound and guaranteed to terminate This is called post-fixed-point
Widening in Interval Domain
For the interval domain, we can define the following simple widening operator:
Example with Widening Motivation for Narrowing
In many cases, widening overshoots and generates imprecise results
Consider this example:
x=1; while(*) { x = 2; } After widening, x 's abstract value will be [1, ∞] after the loop; but more precise value is [1, 2] Işıl Dillig, Abstract Interpretation 22/27 Narrowing Idea: After finding a post-fixed-point (using widening), have a second pass using a narrowing operator Narrowing operator must satisfy the following conditions:
For interval domain, we can define as follows: 
Examples of Relational Domains
Karr's domain: Tracks equalities between variables (e.g., x = 2y + z )
Octagon domain: Constraints of the form ±x ± y ≤ c Polyhedra domain: Constraints of the form c 1 x 1 + . . . c n x n ≤ c
Polyhedra domain most precise among these, but can be expensive (exponential complexity)
Octagons less precise but cubic time complexity 
